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Chapter 2423 

“Oh! It’s actually the two of them?” Looking at Kassidy and Rivka, who walked slowly 
onto the ring, Dustin couldn’t help but raise his eyebrows slightly, quite surprised. 

He knew Kassidy and Rivka had entered the competition, but he didn’t expect them to 
meet. 

Two were excellent Sword Union disciples and the daughter of the Celestial Alliance 
leader. 

The elites of the two major sects were in a showdown on the ring, and it would be a 
fantastic show to watch. 

“Brother Fenley, how confident do you think Kassidy is that she can win?” At this time, 
Noemi asked suddenly. 

Fenley shook his head. “It’s difficult to say. Kassidy’s opponent is not simple. If I’m not 
mistaken, she should be a Disciple of the Sword Union. She possesses sharp eyes, 
condensed breath, and unquestionably high cultivation.” 

“Disciple of the Sword Union? That’s indeed a bit troublesome.” Noemi frowned slightly. 

They all knew that although the number of Sword Union disciples was small, they were 
all carefully selected elites. 

Regardless of their gender or age, we should not undervalue them. 

Once upon a time, the Celestial Alliance and the Sword Union had a conflict. 

That battle left many Celestial Alliance disciples with psychological trauma, so 
whenever they heard the name Sword Union, they were a little timid. 

Her sister, Kassidy, had a natural talent in martial arts, and with her father’s special 
training, she was already outstanding among her peers. If she were to face an ordinary 
warrior, she would naturally have a substantial chance of winning, but it would be 
completely different if she were to face a disciple of the Sword Union. 

“A beauty on the left and a beauty on the right—today’s competition is exciting!” 

“One is passionate, and the other is cold. I really don’t know how to choose between 
two beauties with extreme temperaments. It’s a headache.” 



“Only children make choices. I want them all!” 

“Do you think this is a beauty pageant? You want them all? Go and have fun. Are you 
worthy of this level of beauty? Why don’t you take a p!ss and look at yourself?” 

The appearance of Kassidy and Rivka left thousands of spectators restless. 

Particularly, some young and passionate men, their eyes shining, boldly expressed their 
love. 

There were not many female warriors participating in this competition, and a woman of 
such beauty was even more rare. 

Each of them, taken out individually, could cause quite a stir. 

Moreover, two beauties appeared simultaneously and were about to engage in a fight 
on the stage. 

This kind of scene naturally attracted more attention. 

They really wanted to see what it was like when beauties fought. 

If they were to reveal their beauty during the fight, the audience would be able to feast 
their eyes. 

Thinking of this, many people became excited. 

 


